The total operator domain of a finite vector space of dimensionality n over a division ring is a total matrix algebra of order n2 over a division ring anti-isomorphic with the given ring. The only nonzero endomorphisms of this total matrix algebra are the inner automorphisms, the automorphisms induced by automorphisms of the division ring, and products of these twoi1). If we now start with an infinite vector space with Hamel basis over a division ring-P, the total operator domain can be thought of as a matrix algebra of infinite order over a division algebra P anti-isomorphic with P. Since the choice of elements in the infinite matrices is restricted, the matrix algebra should perhaps not be called total, though it is a maximal ring contained in the set of all infinite matrices with elements in P. The present paper is a study of the endomorphisms of this total operator domain. To avoid the assumption of the well-ordering of any set, the infinite vector space is assumed to have a countable Hamel basis over P. Most of the methods introduced and the results carry over, however, for a basis of any cardinal number if the well-ordering assumption is used. As in the finite case, it is shown that the only nonzero endomorphisms are meromorphisms of the domain. However, the meromorphisms need not be automorphisms. A formula is given for all meromorphisms of the operator ring. Simplifications occur in the cases of P-meromorphisms and automorphisms. In the latter case the results are the same as those for the finite matrix algebras.
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The total operator domain has no nonzero anti-endomorphisms. Let P be a division ring and let 2 be a regular P-module. Then a£ = 0 for a in P and £ in 2 if and only if a = 0 or £ =0. Further, the identity e of P must be an identity operator for 2, for if e£;"í£, then e(£ -e£) =0 while e^O and Presented to the Society, April 27, 1946 ; received by the editors February 11, 1946 , and, in revised form, November 8, 1946 0) N. Jacobson, The theory of rings, Mathematical Surveys, vol. 2, New York, 1943, p. 23. If iii £2, • • • are elements in 2, P(£i, ¿2, • • • ) will designate the least Psubmodule of S containing £1, £2, • • • and will consist of all finite sums ai£i+«2?2+
• ■ • +an£n, oti in P. For £ in S, P£ denotes the P-module generated by £. The elements £1, £2, We shall assume that S has a countably infinite proper P-basis throughout this paper.
Hence if £ is in S and 2 has the basis (1.1) then £= ^"-1 «<£,-, a,-in P, and if E?-i «•£<= Z?=i fi£i, then «,-= (S" i = l, 2, • • • , ».
It is known that the P-submodules of 2 will have certain proper ties (2). (A) Every P-submodule of 2 has a countable proper P-basis and the number of elements in the basis is an invariant of the submodule.
(B) If Si is a P-submodule of 2, there exists a P-submodule S2 such that S=Si+S2; that is, S is completely reducible with respect to P. A mapping of 2 into itself or part of itself, £-►£', is a P-endomorphism if and only if, for £-►£', 77-*•»/', a in P,
(1.2) ï + v^t' + r,', (1.3) «£^«r.
This endomorphism will be represented by an operator a; £->a£. With this convention (1.2) and (1.3) can be written (1.2') a(t + v) = a£ + ar,, (1.3') a(aÇ)=a(aÇ).
The set of all P-endomorphisms of 2 is called the total operator domain of S and is labelled A. Elements of A are denoted by a, b, c, • • • ; the elements ' a, i of A are equal, a =b, if and only if a£ = ô£ for all £ in S. As is well known, A is a ring under the operations of addition and multiplication defined by (1.4) (a + 6)£ = a£ + i¿,
The unity element of A is denoted by e, the zero element by 0. Consider now the proper P-basis of 2 given in (1.1). Any element a of A obviously determines a mapping £¿->a£t-of the basis elements into S. A converse of this statement is now given.
(») M. H. Ingraham, A general theory of linear sets, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 27 (192S) p. 178.
R. E. JOHNSON AND F. KIOKEMEISTER [November Theorem 1.1. A mapping of the elements of a proper P-basis of '2 into 2 can be extended to a unique P-endomorphism of 2.
Proof. Let £,->m(£¿) be a mapping of the basis (1.1) into 2. If a is the mapping of 2 defined by a( X) «<?<) = X) or<w(£,), then a is a P-endomorphism and a is an extension of m as a£< = *»(£,). Evidently o is unique.
The mapping £-»a£, a in P, of 2 is a P-endomorphism if P is a field. In this case, P can be considered a subring of A: it is easily shown that P is the center of A. However, if P is a division ring, the mapping £->«£, a in P, of 2 is not in general a P-endomorphism.
A situation somewhat analogous to the case of P a field is obtained by defining as in Theorem 1.1 the P-endomorphism 5 for the basis (1.1) as (1.6) a£< = <*£,-, i = l, 2, ....
The ring P= {a; a£.P} is a division subring of A and is anti-isomorphic to P. It is important to note that P is independent oh the choice of basis of 2, that is, a£ and a£ are in general unequal. The center C of P is a field as is the center C of P. It is apparent that C and Ü are isomorphic. If £ is any element of 2, n £ = E 7*.
Tí G P,
and if a is in Ü, then
We may therefore identify Ü with C This will be done in the future.
2. Preliminary discussion of 2 and A. If a is in A and 2i is a P-submodule of 2, then the set a2i of all elements of the form a£, £ in 2i, is a P-module. Definition 2.1. The order of a P-submodule 2i of 2 is the number of elements in a proper P-basis of 2i, and is either a positive integer or N 0 depending on whether the proper P-basis has a finite or infinite number of elements. The order of 2i is designated by o(2i). The order of an element a of A is the order of o2, that is, o(a) =o(a"S).
Lemma 2.1. If 2i and 2i are P-submodules of 2 and if a and b are in A, then:
Proof. (l)-(3) are obvious. If r¡i, tj», • • • is a proper P-basis of 2i, then the set arji, an2, • • • includes a proper P-basis of oHi. Hence (4) follows readily. As (o&)2 is contained in a!E, (5) follows from (1). If we replace 2i by V3, in (4) we obtain (6). As (a+Z>)2 is contained in (a!E, bS), (7) follows from (2).
Corresponding to any element a in A there is a set ¿Z« contained in 2 made up of all elements of 2 that are annihilated by a. If a£ =077=0, then a(a£+/3ij) =0 for any a, ß in P. Thus ¿Z" is a P-module. (4) aä8i = Si, ¿ = 1,2, ....
Proof. Select the P-submodule 2i so that 2=a2+2i. We have, from Lemma 2.2, 2= £< PS<+¿Z0i o2= ]£< P(abi). Define â to be the element of We see in passing that if a is an idempotent element of A, then
This is a consequence of the Peirce decomposition £=a£+(£-a£), where o£ lies in o2, £-»a£ lies in Ha.
Lemma 2.4. If ei and e2 are idempotent elements of A for which o(ei) =o(ei), then there exist elements di and d2 of A such that:
(
(4) ei = d2eadi, e2=dieid2.
Proof. Let 2= X<P5<+2ii= 2~2iPji+hh with ei5< = 5i( e27<=7<, (4) is a consequence of (2) and (3). In case one of the idempotent elements of this lemma is the unity e of A, we have the following corollary.
Corollary.
// a is an idempotent element of A with o(a) =o(e), then there exist elements s and tin A such that:
(1) e = ts, a = st. Proof. To say that o(a) <o(e) is to say that o(a) is finite. Lemma 2.1 guarantees that this set is a ring. Since it does not contain e and since it contains at least the elements e,-,-defined above, it is a proper subring of A. in view of (2.6). If ae = be, then e6ib> = e6iae so that aBi = b6i. As 0¿ is a meromorphism, a = &. Hence 6 is a meromorphism of A. The second part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. It was shown in Theorem 2.2 that the elements e,-,-, i, j = l, 2, • • • , constitute a P-basis for A under the operation of algebraic summation. The completeness of an endomorphism 6 allows us to select a similar basis for A9. For if a is any element of A expressed in the form (2.4), then e °° "' « 9
(3.1) a = 22 22 «.A-/. j-i «-i
Hence we can assert that the elements e\¡, i, j = l, 2, • • ■ , form a P'-basis for A* under the operation of algebraic summation.
An endomorphism that is not a meromorphism is said to be proper. A trivial proper endomorphism is ae = 0 for all a in A. This is the zero endomorphism. The next few pages will be devoted to the task of showing that the zero endomorphism is the only proper endomorphism of A and also that every endomorphism of A is complete. If 0 is a proper endomorphism of A, there exist elements fa and &2 in A, fay^fa, such that b[ = b\. An equivalent statement is that there exists a nonzero element ft in A such that ft' = 0, that is, b=fa -fa. Express b in the form ft= 2~lßiieii-As ft is unequal to zero, there exist integers r and 5 such that ßr.7^0. From (2.5)
An application of the endomorphism 8 yields eema=0, for all m, n. If in addition to being proper 6 is also complete, then (3.1) shows that o9=0 for every a in A, and we have established the following theorem. is not in Q if P is not a finite field. Obviously Q is the set of all countably infinite vectors in case P is a finite field.
Consider now an endomorphism 8 of A. We shall establish the fact that 8 must be a complete endomorphism.
To Proof. The theorem is obvious if the partition of p is finite, so let us assume an infinite partition, that is, an infinite number of Xj. The elements e(iri), ë(ir) are idempotent, and
= 0 (»€*)•
The substitution of (2) and (3) in (4) yields We shall show that e° = 0. We have established the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Every endomorphism of A is a complete endomorphismif).
If 6 is a proper endomorphism, then 6 is a proper complete endomorphism so that 6 is the zero endomorphism because of Theorem 3.2. Hence we have the following corollary.
Corollary. Every nonzero endomorphism of A is a complete meromorphism.
4. Determination of all meromorphisms of A. Consider any meromorphism 6 of A into A*. By the preceding section, 8 is a complete meromorphism.
Let (4) If we introduce the weak topology in A we convert A into a topological ring and it is easy to see that algebraic summability coincides with convergence in this topology. Theorem 3.4 can thus be stated as the result that every endomorphism of A is continuous in the weak topology. (This remark is due to the referee.) S* = e'S, H» = Ae9, that is, 29 is the set of all e"£ while He is the set of all £ annihilated by e9, £ in 2. From the Peirce decomposition, 2 = S9 + H°.
As ae£ = e0(ae%), oe£ is in 2", while if e"£ = 0 then a"£ = 0, and therefore both 2" and He are A'-modules. In the work to follow, we shall use the basis of 2 given in (1.1): 2=P£i+P£2+ • • • , and the corresponding basis elements of A, the dj defined in (2.2).
Let £ be any nonzero element of 2s. As e9£ =£, and in view of Lemma 3.2, there exists an integer » such that «£"£^0. Define £ £ anea, a,,-in C, 2=1 t-i with the operations of A is a ring R. In case P is a field and 0 is a P-endomorphism R is just A*.
If a subset 2i of 2 is both a P-module and an A-module, 2i is called a (P, A)-module. Any nonzero (P, A)-module, Si, is a minimal (P, A)-module if no proper nonzero submodule of Si is a (P, A)-module. As an example of a minimal (P, ¿?)-module, let the nonzero elements r¡i, 172, • • • of S have property (4.1). Then Si=P?7i+P»?2+ • • • is a minimal (P, A)-module. It is not in general true that 2i is a A9-module, for a'V need not be in 2i. An example to be given later will illustrate this point. It is evident that every minimal (P, P)-module 2i has a proper P-basis 771, rj2, ■ ■ ■ satisfying (4.1), as the element £ in the paragraph preceding Lemma 4.1 could be selected from 2i. However e' has exactly the same effect on this basis: eB7}nm = nnm, e'ZZ9 = 0; so as a consequence From this we obtain e\fli¿Uh=VkeiiUk, so that the use of (4.7) yields (4.9) en = £ vkeijUk, i, j = 1, 2, • • • , k the summation going from 1 to o(6). We recall that corresponding to the basis (1.1), S = P£i+P£2+ ■ • • .there is a division subring ? of A anti-isomorphic to P; a in P is defined by a£¿ =a£,-, i = l, 2, • • • . Under the meromorphism 0, P is carried into Pe. For any a* in P1 and £ in S", a"£ is also in S9. Hence Thus the 7's are independent of the r in rjrt. However, the 7's are functions of a, and to show this we rewrite the equation as (4.10) ocr¡T, = 2-, Pi'Vn, r, s = 1, 2, • • • .
In this equation p£ = 0 if i is larger than some integer which is a function of 5 and a.
Similarly, for any ß in P,
On the other hand, also holds.
The correspondence (4.13) a ->/" = 22 P««r., where r is finite for each 5 and s has o(0) for its range, is an isomorphism between P and a subring of A. For from (4.11) and (4.12) we have faß = fßfa, fa+ß = fa + fß, and as 0s = 0, fa = 0 if and only if a = 0. Now P and P are anti-isomorphic under the correspondence a<-+ä, so these equations show that a<->/a is an isomorphism between P and a subring of A.
With the aid of (1.3'). (4-5), and (4.10), remembering that p££r = p"2£r, we obtain As an example of the above, take P as rational quaternions, P = Zv" (l, i, j, k) . Let S be the linear set of all vectors («i, a2, ■ ■ ■) over P of order type u with only a finite number of nonzero coordinates.
Then A is the ring of all a>Xw matrices (ar,>, 5 = 1, 2, • • • ) over P, a ring antiisomorphic to P, with finitely nonzero columns (that is, ar, = 0 for r >N" Ne an integer depending on s).
Select £* as the vector with 1 as the ¿th coordinate and 0's elsewhere. Then
For this basis of S, e"-is the matrix with 1 in the ith row and jth column and 0's elsewhere.
(•) This theorem is a special case of a theorem given by N. Jacobson for dense rings. See N. Jacobson, The radical and semi-simplicity for arbitrary rings, Amer. J. Math. vol. 47 (1945) p. 318, Theorem 32. Furthermore, rj,k = e%^m for some choice of wi and m depending on j and k.
Hence
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 9 e e e f » e $ e a r¡,k = a e,-"£m = e,"a £m = ejne a£m = ajna^m = ae,"£m = ar¡jk for j, k = l, 2, • • • and any a in P. From (4.10), Corollary.
If dis a P-automorphism of A, then 8 is an inner automorphism.
If 8 and <p are meromorphisms of A, then the product of 0 and <p, 00, defined by ae* = (a')*, is also a meromorphism of A. If 6 and tp are P-meromorphisms, 8<f> is also a P-meromorphism. As each St and 11, is a minimal (P, A)-module, we derive from Lemma 4.2 that the correspondence Si<->ITi is 1-1.
.Now S = S9+¿Z9, where He is the set of all £ annihilated by e«. As ZZ9 = P(£X Thus <pk = 8kT and the theorem follows. 6. Anti-endomorphisms of A. In the case of a finite total matrix algebra over a division ring, the product of an anti-automorphism of the division ring with the transformation that takes every element of the algebra into its transpose is an anti-automorphism of the algebra. Moreover, every antiautomorphism of the algebra can be expressed as the product of such an antiautomorphism with an inner automorphism (•).
If a= 2~Z«r.«r. is an element of A, it is not true in general that the transpose of a, aT = 22a"e'r, is also an element of A. Thus any anti-endomorphisms of A must be of a different type than those of a finite matrix algebra. Actually it will be shown that A has no nonzero anti-endomorphisms.
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